Smt.K.Mydhili
Lecturer in English

Q1. What are the components of knowledge?
Q2. What are the unique qualities of youth?
Q3. What makes you great?
Q4. What is the need to work with courage?
Q5. What are Kalam's 7 rules of success?
**Ans for task**

1. A) Creativity, Righteousness, Courage and indomitable spirit.
2. A) Goal, Knowledge, Hardwork, Perseverance
3. A) Learning gives creativity, leads to thinking which provides knowledge, and knowledge makes you (us) great.
4. A) Work with courage to achieve success in all the missions
5. A) Seven rules of APJ Abdul kalam are
   1. Work with courage
   2. Be unique be you
   3. Culture of Excellence
   4. Leader must be explorer
   5. Knowledge makes you great
   6. Think out of the box with vision
   7. How to manage failures

Name: Obbu Neelima

Group: MSCs
J. Nagamani.

1. Creativity, righteousness, courage.

2. Goal, knowledge, hard work, perseverance.

3. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great.

4. Man needs his difficult because they are enjoy success.

5. Work with courage, be unique be you, culture of excellence, leader must be explorer, knowledge makes you great, think out of box with vision and how to manage failure.
P.DeviDeekshitha 1st BBC

Mam, following are answers of mine to questions given above after listening to kalam sir’s speech.

1. Components of knowledge are:

2. Unique qualities that should be in youth are:
   d. Courage to discover impossible  e. Finally courage to compare problems and succeed.

3. Knowledge makes us great.

4. Need to work with courage is, to achieve success in all the missions.

5. 7 rules of success according kalam sir are:
   3. Culture of excellence  4. Leader must be explorer.
   5. Knowledge makes you great. 6. Think out of box with vision. 7. How to manage failures.
I.V.N.Bhargavi 1st B.com C. A

1. Creativity, Righteousness, Courage
2. Goal, Knowledge, Hard work, Perseverance
3. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great
5) 1. Work with courage 2. Be unique Be you
3. Culture of Excellence 4. Leader must be explorer
5. Knowledge makes you great 6. Think out of Box with vision
7. How to manage failure
1: creativity, righteousness, courage
2: goal, knowledge, word work, perseverance
3: Learning given creativity leader to thinking provides knowledge makes you great
4: man needs this difficult because they are ne essay to enjoy
5: work with courage 2 Be unique be you 3 culture of excellence 4 leader must be explore 5 knowledge make you great 6 think out of Box with unison 7 How to manage failure
Q5. What are Kalam's 7 rules of success?

1. Apj Abul Kalam was former president of India.
2. Courage.
3. When there is order in the nation there is peace in the world and the unique qualities of the youth. I will work and work with courage.
5. Courage to travel. In to an unexplored path courage to discover the impossible.
6. Courage to combat the problems and succeed are the unique qualities of youth as your of my nation I will work with courage to achieve success in all the mission.
7. Work with courage.
8. Think out of box with uisinson nagethe.
9. How to manage the failure.
10. Knowledge makes you great.
11. Leader must be explorer.
12. Leader should travel in an unexplored paths.
13. Culture of excellence.
14. Be unique. Dr you a set the goal acquired the knowledge continuously hard work with devotional
Q4. What is the need to work with courage?
Q5. What are Kalam's 7 rules of success?

1. Q.A. creativity, courage and onother

2. BE UNIQUE BE YOU
3. CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE
4. LEADER MUST BE EXPLORER
5. KNOWLEDGE MAKES YOU GREAT
6. THINK OUT OF BOX WITH VISION
7. HOW TO MANAGE FAILURE

M. Arshiya Anjum IBA
knowledge are
*creativity *Righteousness *courage
2. The unique qualities of youth is
*you have to set the goal *acquired the knowledge continuously *hard work with devotion *perseverance
3. knowledge makes you great
4. courage to think different. Courage to invent.courage to travel into an unexplored path.courage discoverd the impossible correct the component problems and succeed are the unique qualities of youth as the youth of nation .I will work with courage to achieve success in all the nations
5. The 7 rules of Abdul kalam is
● Work with courage ● Be unique be you
● culture of excellence ● Leader must be explorer
● knowledge makes you great ● Think out of box with vision ● How to manage failure.
questions of Dr.Kalam sir’s

7 rules of success.

1 ans: ‘Creativity’,
‘Righteousness’, ‘Courage’,
are the combination of

Chillakuru Goshpa, 1st B.Sc. (BBC)

Dr. Kalam sir’s 7 rules of success.

1 ans: ‘Creativity’, ‘Righteousness’, ‘Courage’, are the combination of knowledge and these three things are the components of knowledge.

2 ans: The unique qualities that youth should have are: ✓ Courage to think different ✓ courage to invent.
✓ Courage to travel into an unexplored path.
✓ Courage to discover the impossible. ✓ Courage to compare the problems and succeed.

3 ans: Knowledge makes us great.

4 ans: The need to work with courage is to achieve success in all the missions.

5 ans: The 7 rules of success of Kalam sir’s are

• Work with courage • Be unique, Be you • Culture of excellence • Leader must be explorer • Knowledge makes you great • Think out of box with vision. • How to manage failures.
A. Jahnavi 1st BSC Food technology

1. creativity, Righteousness and courage
2. To Deside goal, acquiring knowledge continuously, Hardworking, perservence
3. knowledge makes us great
4. To achieve success in our missions we need to work with courage
5. work with courage
   2. Be Unique Be you
   3. Culture of excellence
   4. Leader must be explorer
   5. Knowledge makes you great
   6. Think out of the box with vision
   7. How to manage failure
Anonymous 6h
1. creativity, righteousness, courage 2. goal, acquire knowledge, hard work with devotion, perseverance 3. knowledge 4. Achieve success 5. work with courage, be unique be you, culture of excellence, leader must be explorer, knowledge makes you great, think out of box with vision, how to manage failure V. Sathwika MSCS 34

Anonymous 4h
1. The components of knowledge: creativity, righteousness, courage. 2. Goal, knowledge, hard work, perseverance. 3. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge and knowledge makes you great. 4. work with courage to achieve success in all the missions. 5. Kalam's seven rules of success: 1. work with courage. 2. Be unique be you. 3. Culture of excellence. 4. Leader must be explorer. 5. Knowledge makes you great. 6. Think out of box with vision. 7. How to manage failures. P. Navyasri MSCS 23.
Anonymous 6h

G.geethasuma1stB.comG.geethasuma1stB.com G
1.workBco1.workG.1.work
Bco1.work with courage
2.Be unique be you
3.cultrue of exllence
4.leader must be explorer
5.knowledge makes you great 6.think out of box

G.Geethasuma1stB.com
1.work with courage
2.Be unique be you
3.culture of excellence
4.leader must be explorer
5.knowledge makes you great
6.think out of box with vision
7.how to manage failure
Potharasi Navyasri, Mcs

1. The components of knowledge:
creativity, righteousness, courage
2. Goal, knowledge, hardwork, perseverance.
3. Learning gives creativity, leads to thinking
provides knowledge, and knowledge makes you
great.
4. The need to work with courage to achieve success
in all the missions.
5. Kalam's seven rules:
1. work with courage.
2. Be unique be you.
3. culture of excellence.
4. leader must be explorer.
5. knowledge makes you great.
6. Think out of box with vision.
7. How to manage failures.
K.suchithra 1st BSC computer honors

1a) creativity, righteousness, courage.
2a) goal, knowledge.
3a) creativity and knowledge.
4a) man needs this difficult because they are necessary to enjoy.
5a) kalam's 7 rules of success
   1. work with courage.
   2. be unique be you
   3. culture of excellence
   4. leader must be explorer
   5. Knowledge makes you great
   6. think out of box with vision
   7. How to manage failure
G. Kavya 1st MCS


(2) a. Courage to think different.
   b. Courage to invent new.
   C. Courage to discover impossible.
   d. Courage to compare problems and succeed.

(3) Knowledge makes us great.

(4) To achieve success in all the missions.

(5) 7 rules are, 1. work with courage. 2. be unique, be you. 3. culture of excellence. 4. leader must be explorer. 5. knowledge makes you great. 6. think out of box with vision. 7. How to manage failures.
Gd mrng mam
G. Sravani b. Com(c.a)
1.a creativity, righteousness, courage.
2.a Goal, knowledge, hardwork, perseverance.
3.a earning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great.
4.a man needs his difficult because there are enjoy success.
5.a work with courage, be unique you, culture of excellence, leader must be explorer, knowledge makes you great, think out of box with vision and how to manage failure.
are uniqueness of youth
3a) knowledge makes you great
4a) need to work with courage is to achieve success in all the missions

G. supriya, 1BSc (computer honours)

1a) The components of knowledge is
a) creativity b) **righteousness** c) courage

2a) The unique qualities of youth are:
 a) courage to think different, b) courage to invent
c) courage to travel into an unexpected paths
d) courage to discover impossible

E) courage to compare the problem and succeeded
are unique qualities of youth
3a) knowledge makes you great
4a) need to work with courage is to achieve success in all the missions

5a) a. work with courage b. be unique be you
c. culture of excellence d. leader must be explorer
e. knowledge makes you great f. think out of box with vision g. how to manage failure.
Sk. Sameera 1st BBC

(1A) Creativity, Righteousness, Courage, and indomitable spirit

(2A) Goal, Knowledge, Hardwork, Perseverance

(3A) Learning gives creativity, leads to thinking which provides knowledge and knowledge makes you/us great

(4A) Work with courage to achieve success in all missions

(5A) Seven rules of APJ Abdul Kalam are

1. Work with courage
2. Be unique be you
3. Culture of Excellence
4. Leader must be explorer
5. Knowledge makes you great
6. Think out of the box with vision
7. How to manage failures
Shaik. Ayesha 1st MPE

1A) the components of knowledge are a) creativity
b) Righteousness c) courage

2A) a) courage to think different B) goal c) perseverance

3A) knowledge makes us great

4A) Need to work with courage to achieve success

5A) kalam’s 7 rules of success
* work with courage
* Be unique be you
* culture of excellence
* leader must be explorer
* knowledge makes you great
* Think out of box with vision
* How to manage failure
G. Ramya, 1st MPE

Q1. The components of the knowledge are people, process, technology, and strategy.

Q2. The unique qualities of youth need to have the ability and courage to question, assess and evaluate issues to arrive at the most peaceful and optimal solutions to do so they require skills not only of critical inquiry but also socio-emotional competencies.

Q3. Knowledge makes us great.

Q4. Need to work with courage is to make to be better and helps you overcome the fear of rejection.

Q5. A. Kalam's 7 rules of success: 1. work with courage/bravery 2. Be unique Be you. A set the goal, Acquire the knowledge continuously, Hard work with devotional and perseverance. 3. Culture of excellence. 4. Leader must be explorer - leader should travel in an unexpected paths. 5. Knowledge makes you great 6. How to manage the failure 7. Think out of box with vision.
1A. The components of knowledge are 1. Creativity
2. Right routines 3. Courage
2A. The unique qualities are Goal, hard work, knowledge perseverance
3A. The Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great
4A. The need to work with courage is to achieve success in all missions
5A. 7 rules of success to the A.P. J Abdul Kalam are
1. Work with courage
2. Culture of excellence
3. Leader must be explorer
4. Be unique be you
5. Knowledge makes you great
6. Think out of the box with vision
7. How to manage failures
Snehalatha. Irugu 1stMCS

1Q. Knowledge= creativity+
rightchooseness+courage
2Q. Goal, hardwork, perseverance, knowledge.
3Q. learning gives creativity leads to thinking and
knowledge makes you great.
4Q. working with courage to achieve success
5Q. 1) work with courage
       2) be unique be you
       3) culture of excellence.
       4) leader must be explorer.
       5) knowledge makes you great.
       6) Think out of box with vision.
       7) how to manage failure.

Snehalatha. Irugu 1st ( mcs )
K Pravalika 1 St BBC

1. Creativity, righteousness, courage
2. Goal, knowledge, hard work, perseverance
3. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great
4. Man needs his difficult because they are enjoying success
5. 1 work with courage 2 be unique be you 3 culture of excellence 4 leader must be explorer 5 knowledge makes you great 6 think out of box with vision 7 how to manage failure.
Q2. A. *The unique qualities of youth need to have the ability and courage to*

S. Lavanya 1st B.Sc (MScs)

1. A) There are three components of knowledge. They are: Creativity, Righteousness, Courage.
2. A) There are five qualities that are the unique qualities of the youth. They are: Courage to think differently, Courage to invent, Courage to travel into an unexplored path, Courage to discover the impossible,
   - Courage to comport the problems and succeed

3. A) Learning gives creativity - Creativity leads to thinking - Thinking provides Knowledge -
   - KNOWLEDGE MAKES YOU GREAT

4. A) Man needs his difficult because they are necessary to enjoy success. Need to work with courage is to achieve success in all the missions.
5. A) 7 Rules of DR. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam sir speech
   - They are: Work with courage, Be unique, Be you,
   - Culture of Excellence, Leader must be explorer
   - Knowledge makes you great, Think out of Box with vision, How to manage failure.
SK.Ashrifa, 1st Bsc (MPE)

(1) creativity, righteousness, courage
(2) a) courage to think different
    b) goal, perseverance
(3) knowledge makes us great and way of thinking makes us great
(4) need to work with courage to achieve success
(5) 7 rules
    1) work with courage
    2) be unique be you
    3) culture of excellence
    4) leader must be explores
    5) knowledge makes you great
    6) think out of box with vision
    7) how to manage failure
P.Asritha 1st(BA)

1. Creativity, righteousness, courage indomitable spirit.

2. goal, knowledge, hard work, perseverance.

3. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great.

4. need to work with courage is to achieve success in all the mission.

5. 7 rules of success according to kalam sir are,
   1. work with courage.
   2. Be unique Be you.
   3. Culture of excellence.
   4. leader must be explorer.
   5. knowledge makes you great.
   6. think out of boy with vision.
   7. how to manage failure.
P.Iswaryalakshmi 1st BSC (MsCS)

1. Creativity, righteousness, courage
2. Goal, knowledge, hardwork, perseverance
3. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great
4. Man needs his difficult because they are enjoy success
5. Work with courage, be unique be you, culture of excellence, leader must be explorer, knowledge makes you great, think out of box with vision and how to manage failure
Anonymous 5m
1. Creativity, righteousness, courage.
2. Acquire knowledge, hardwork, goal.
CH. Neeraja 1st cpz.
Govindu Hemalatha  B.Com CA
1.1. creativity 2. righteousness 3. courage
2.1. goal 2. knowledge 3. hard work  4. perseverance
3. learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides knowledge makes you great.
4. I will work with courage to achieve success and all the mission.
5. 1. work with courage
   2. be unique be you
   3. culture of excellence
   4. leader must be explorer
5. knowledge makes you great
6. think out of box with vision
7. how to manage failure
M. Amrutha Lakshmi, Bsc. Food Technology.

1. A. Creativity, courage, Righteousness
2. A. Goal, knowledge, Hard work, perseverance
3. A. Learning gives creativity leads to thinking provides
4. A. Needs to work with courage is to achieve success in all missions
5. A. 7 rules of success
   1. Work with courage
   2. Be unique be you
   3. Culture of excellence
   4. Leader must be explorer
   5. Knowledge makes you great
   6. Think out of the box with vision
   7. How to manage failures
P. Pratyusha (Mscs)

1. A) knowledge = creativity + writeuness + courage
Learning gives creativity, Creativity leads to thinking, thinking provides knowledge, knowledge makes you great.

2. A) courage to think difference. Courage to invest. Courage to travel into an unexpected bath. Courage to discover the impossible. Courage to compat the problem and succeeded are the unique qualities of youth.

3. A) knowledge makes you great.

4. A) dedicate to work of a nation it will work. Work with courage to achieve the goals

5. A) (1) work with courage
   (2) be unique be you
   (3) culture of excellence
   (4) leader must be explorer
   (5) knowledge makes you great
   (6) think out of box with vision
   (7) how to manage failure
Anonymous 9h
L. kavyasree 1st bbc, 1.creativity, richness, courage 2. you set the goal, acquire the knowledge, hard work, preference 3. learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking, thinking provide knowledge, knowledge makes you great 4. to achieve success in all the missions 5. 1. Work with courage 2. be unique be you 3. culture of excellence 4. leads must be explorer 5. knowledge makes you great 6. think out of box with vision 7. how to manage failure
P. Pratyusha, 1st B. SC (M.sc)

1. A) knowledge = creativity + righteousness + courage
   Learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking, thinking provides knowledge, Knowledge makes you great.

2. A) courage to think different, courage to invest, Courage to travel into an un expect both, courage Discover to impossible, courage to compact the problem and success are they unique qualities of youth.

3. A) knowledge makes you great

4. A) dedication to Work with courage to achieve success in all the mission.

5. A) (1) work with courage,
   (2) be unique be you,
   (3) culture of excellence,
   (4) leader must be explorer,
   (5) knowledge makes you great,
   (6) think out of box with version,
   (7) How to manage failure.
14. A word that consists of /dʒ/ below is ...

- image
- achieve
- exchange

1. /ðəʊ/
- though
- thought
- tough

2. /ˈwɪs.əl/
- witless
- whistle
- wiles
3. /'goː.dʒəs/
   - joggers
   - gases
   - gorgeous

4. A word that consists of /ʒ/ below is ...
   - television
   - fish
   - sausage

5. A word that consists of /tʃ/ below is ...
   - feature
   - image
   - beige
6. A word that consists of /ŋ/ below is ...
   - increase
   - plant
   - grand

7. /ˈsɪz.əz/
   - sizes
   - scissor
   - sissier

8. /laːf/
   - love
   - laugh
   - lave
9. /θru:/
   - through
   - thorough
   - throw

10. /ɪ̞fɛkt/
    - infect
    - effect
    - ipecac

11. A word that consists of /ʃ/ below is ...
    - fish
    - usually
    - conclusion
12. /vet̬raə.ti/  
- variety
- variability
- variegated

13. /bæ.kaʊd/  
- baked
- bar-code
- barracuda

15. /tʃeɪl.indʒ/  
- telling
- calling
- challenge
16. /'aɪ.lənd/
   - island
   - air land
   - alien

17. A word that consists of /ð/ below is ... 
   - brother
   - think
   - thought

18. /prɛɪz/
   - prize
   - price
   - praise
18. /prɛɪz/  
- prize  
- price  
- praise

19. /θruːˈaʊt/  
- Brut  
- rugrat  
- throughout

20. A word that consists of /θ/ below is ...  
- thousand  
- they  
- further
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Staff Meeting conducted on 20-04-2021

Staff meeting has conducted on 20-04-2021 at room number 103 in the college premises. Due to Covid 19 severe situation all UG and PG classes shifted to Online mode. And also discussed about Online class instructions. Nearly 43 staff members are attended the meeting.

Online Class Instructions are,

➢ Take Videos minimum 2 to maximum 10 per total 30 minutes per unit.
➢ Prepare material minimum 6 to maximum 10 pages capacity. Material may be PPT/e-Text/Notes/Typed matter (Possible types from one to all).
➢ References: URL of PPT/Video/e-Content (Any or All) total 2 to 5. Title of the Textbook with author name (Minimum 2 to Maximum 5).
➢ Assessment: MCQ 10 questions, True/False 10 questions, Fill in the Blanks 10, Long Answer Questions (2 to 4), Short Answer questions (2 to 5).
➢ Maintain Google Classroom for implementing all the above.
➢ Maintain screenshots for student attendance and dairy.
➢ Share your daily online class report to the Whatsapp group as usual.
➢ Upload your e-Content (like PDF/e-Videos/e-Text/Notes ) through this URL https://sites.google.com/view/drwdc-econtent/home